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Abstract

In wireless medical sensor network (WMSN), bio-sensors are implanted within the patient body to sense the sensitive information
of a patient which later on can be transmitted to the remote medical centres for further processing. The patient’s data can be
accessed using WMSN by medical professionals from anywhere across the globe with the help of Internet. As the patient sensitive
information is transmitted over an insecure WMSN, so providing the secure access and privacy of the patient’s data are various
challenging issues in WMSN environments. To provide secure data access, in the literature very less number of user authentication
protocols are available. But, most of these existing protocols may not be applicable to WMSNs for providing user’s anonymity.
In this article, we propose an architecture for patient monitoring health-care system in WMSN and then design an anonymity-
preserving mutual authentication protocol for mobile users. We used the AVISPA tool to simulate the proposed protocol. The
results obtained indicate that the proposed authentication protocol resists the known attacks. In addition, the BAN logic model
confirms mutual authentication feature of the proposed protocol. Moreover, an informal cryptanalysis is also given, which ensures
that the proposed protocol withstands all known attacks. We perform a comparative discussion of the proposed protocol against
the existing protocols and the comparative results demonstrate that the proposed protocol is efficient and robust. Specifically, the
proposed protocol is not only effective for complexity and robustness against common security threats, but it also offers efficient
login, robust mutual authentication, and user-friendly password change phases.

Keywords: Wireless medical sensor network; Password authentication; User anonymity; Hash function; AVISPA tool; BAN logic.

1. Introduction

With the advancement of wireless communication and mobile technologies, health-care industry utilizes these
technologies in patient monitoring system, where the medical professional can monitor patient’s health from any-
where and anytime. The medical professional monitors various health conditions of a patient through wireless com-
munication using the mobile and the sensor devices. The sensor devices sense the health information of the patient,
and send it to the medical professional via a gateway node of the WMSN. Since the sensitive patient information is
transmitted through an open channel, so there is a big concern of message security against various types of active and
passive attacks. To make secure communication between medical professional and patient, user authentication with
session key agreement protocols [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] are widely used. In such protocols, after sharing a common session
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key between the medical professional and the patient, information can easily be transmitted through open channel by
encrypting the message with the session key. In such protocols, session key verification [6] is one of the important
security aspects to get assurance about the establishment of the common and secret session key between different
participants.

In the literature, lots of user authentication and session key agreement protocols are designed using RSA cryptosys-
tem [7], ECC system [8, 9], bilinear pairing [10], chaotic map [11], and hash function [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
As mentioned in [6], the ECC cryptosystem is more secure and efficient than the RSA system. In cryptography, the
bilinear pairing is the most expensive operation than other operations and hence, it is not appropriate for resource-
constrained WMSN. On the other hand, the chaotic map is also more expensive compared with the hash function. It
is known that hash function is most lightweight function and popularly used to design various cryptographic proto-
cols for resource-constrained environments. In WMSN, sensor nodes are generally powered by small batteries and
recharging of the nodes is problematic. In addition, mobile devices, such as PDAs and smartphones are not suitable
to compute expensive operations due to low computing processor.

1.1. Architecture of patient monitoring system using WMSN

Sensor node is a transducer, which senses various characteristics from different environments and then forwards
the sensed data to the base stations located across different geographical locations. Nowadays, the sensor networks
are used widely used in numerous applications, such as health-care monitoring, environmental monitoring, water
quality monitoring and forest fire detection. In this article, we consider the health-care monitoring system as shown
in Figure 1. We have provided a model for patient monitoring system usable in sensor networks. The proposed
model consists of the participants, such as medical professional (doctor, patient, nurse, pathologist, etc.), sensors and
gateway nodes. The sensor nodes sense the physical condition of the patient and then sends the data to the gateway
node through an access point. The gateway node is the heart of the proposed model and is used to provide registration
to all the medical professionals. The medical professionals gather the sensitive information of the patient from the
gateway node to analyze the data and monitor the patient’s physical conditions.

As mentioned in [20], the communication cost of the sensor node depends on transmitting and receiving l-bits
messages and also it is directly proportional to the distance between the sensor node and the target entity. Therefore,
the distance should be minimized between them. In the protocols proposed in [21, 22, 23], we have found that the
sensor nodes directly transmit sensed information to the medical professional. Therefore, in these protocols, the
communication cost for the sensor nodes is high and the lifetime of the nodes gradually decreases and reaches to
the dead state. In order to avoid this difficulty, we proposed a modified architecture in Figure 1, where the sensed
information reaches to the medical professional via the gateway nodes.

1.2. Discussions on the related works

In order to provide secure health-care monitoring of the patient over WMSN, we observed that very less number
of efficient and robust authenticated and key agreement protocols [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] have been put forward in
the existing literature. In 2012, Kumar et al. [21] suggested an authentication protocol for WMSN to monitor the
health conditions of a patient and stated that the protocol can defend against known security threats. But, the works
proposed in [22, 24] elucidates that the protocol [21] is weak against some security threats. In addition, they proposed
an enhanced protocol to achieve more efficiency and robustness against known attacks. In 2015, Li et al. [25] and
Wu et al. [23] showed that the scheme put forwards by He et al. [22] suffers from off-line password guessing and
impersonation attacks. Li et al. further demonstrated the protocol in [22] is unable to detect the wrong inputs, which
are entered by mistake during the login and password change phase. Therefore, Li et al. [25] and Wu et al. [23] both
independently proposed two improved user authentication protocols using smartcard and hash function to remove the
loopholes of the protocol in [22].

1.3. Motivation and contributions

The WMSN provides a platform to monitor health condition of the patient from remote location over insecure
networks. In the existing authentication protocols, the researchers have considered user anonymity, user untracibility,
mutual authentication, attack resilience against different attacks, and energy consumption of the sensor nodes as the
key factors for the authentication protocols suitable for the applications of health-care technologies. Therefore, many
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Figure 1. The proposed patient monitoring architecture using WMSN.

research articles suggested different solutions, but still none of the solutions are sufficient to provide known security
features as discussed in the Sections 1.1 and 1.2. Therefore, we have been motivated to design a more robust and
user-friendly patient monitoring system in WMSN. The following contributions have been achieved in this article:

(1). We have presented a health monitoring system architecture used for WMSN (see the Figure 1), which reduces
the energy consumption of the sensor nodes.

(2). We have proposed hash function-based mutual authentication and session key negotiation protocol, which
provides user anonymity for medical professional.

(3). We have used AVISPA tool [26, 27, 28] to measure security strength of our protocol. The results obtained
showed that the proposed protocol is SAFE in the OFMC and CL-AtSe models against the active and passive
attacks.

(4). We have verified the mutual authentication property of the proposed protocol using BAN logic model [29].

(5). We have performed a comparative discussion of the proposed protocol with various existing protocols and the
comparison results demonstrated that the proposed protocol is more robust and secure than the other existing
protocols of its category.

1.4. Construction of the article

The proposed protocol is described in Section 2. The simulation results including brief idea of AVISPA software
are given in Section 3. The BAN logic model ensures the mutual authentication correctness of the proposed protocol
and presents in Section 4. The Section 5 demonstrated that the proposed protocol defeats various known security
attacks. Section 6 presents performance comparison results of the proposed protocol with other existing protocols.
Finally, the article is concluded with future insights in Section 7.
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2. Proposed protocol

In Section 1.1, we discussed the proposed model for WMSN. We then present the proposed authentication and
key negotiation protocol to make secure data transmission. The proposed authentication protocol includes five phases
namely 1) Setup, 2) Medical professional registration, 3) Patient registration, 4) Login and authentication, and 5)
Password change phase. All the notations are represented in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations employed in the proposed protocol.

Symbol Description
Ui Medical professional
GW Gateway node
S N j Sensor node
PW i Password of Ui

IDi Identity of Ui

IDS N j Identity of S N j

K Secret key of GW
T IDi Unique temporary identity generated by GW for Ui

R1 Random nonce created by Ui

R2 Random nonce created by GW
R3 Random nonce created by S N j

h(·) Cryptographic one-way hash function
‖ Concatenation operation
⊕ Bitwise XOR operation

2.1. Setup phase

The registration center first chooses a long-term secret key K for the gateway GW and then computes a secret key
S KGW−S N j = h(IDS N j ‖ K) for S N j, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n and n represents the number of sensor nodes. The proposed
protocol uses the light-weight cryptographic general hash function and it is defined as h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l, where l is
the output length of h(·).

2.2. Medical professional registration phase

In order to provide health-care services, a medical professional Ui must execute this phase. In this phase, Ui and
GW perform all the steps stated below:

Step 1: Ui picks an identity IDi, password PWi, and then calculates HPWi = h(IDi⊕PWi). Then, he/she sends 〈IDi,
HPWi〉 to GW securely either using the TLS protocol or in off-line mode [20, 25].

Step 2: After receiving 〈IDi, HPWi〉, GW computes Regi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ HPWi), Ai = Ri ⊕ HPWi, Bi = h(IDi ‖
Ri ‖ K), Ci = Bi ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ Ri ⊕ HPWi), Di = Ri ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ K), where Ri and T IDi are the random number and
temporary identity of Ui. In order to avoid the untraceability attack, GW selects different T IDi in each session.

Step 3: GW stores 〈T IDi, Di〉 in a table for further use and forwards 〈T IDi, Regi, Ai, Ci, h(·)〉 to Ui through a secure
communication channel. After receiving 〈T IDi, Regi, Ai, Ci, h(·)〉, Ui stores all these information into his/her
mobile device.

We further present the medical professional registration phase in Figure 2.
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Ui/Mobile device GW
Choose IDi, PWi

Compute HPWi = h(IDi ⊕ PWi)
〈IDi, HPWi〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(via a secure channel)

Generate Ri

Compute Regi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ HPWi)
Compute Ai = Ri ⊕ HPWi

Compute Bi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ K)
Compute Ci = Bi ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ Ri ⊕ HPWi)
Compute Di = Ri ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ K)
Store 〈T IDi, Di〉 in a table

〈(T IDi,Regi, Ai,Ci, h(·))〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(via a secure channel)

Store 〈T IDi,Regi, Ai,Ci, h(·)〉
in the mobile device

Figure 2. Medical professional registration phase.

2.3. Patient registration phase

This phase is analogous to the patient registration phase proposed in Wu et al.’s protocol [23]. At first, the patient
selects and forwards his/her name to the registration center and then it selects an appropriate sensor kit and appoints
medical professional. Finally, the registration center forwards patient’s identity and relevant data about medical sensor
to the corresponding medical professional.

2.4. Login and authentication phase

The execution of this phase achieve mutual authentication and session key negotiation between the participants
involved in the protocol. The description of this phase is expressed below.

Step 1: Ui inputs IDi and PWi into the mobile device. Then, it calculates HPW∗
i = h(IDi ⊕ PWi), R∗i = Ai ⊕ HPWi,

Reg∗i = h(IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ HPW∗
i ), and verifies whether Reg∗i ? = Regi holds. If it is not valid, the mobile device

aborts the login request, otherwise, proceeds for further operations.

Step 2: The mobile device produces a random nonce R1 and calculates B∗i = Ci ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ R∗i ‖ HPW∗
i ), CIDi =

IDi ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ T1), M1 = h(IDi ‖ B∗i ‖ R1 ‖ T1), M2 = h(Ri ‖ T1)⊕R1 and then sends 〈T IDi, IDS N j , CIDi,
M1, M2, T1〉 to GW through an insecure channel.

Step 3: GW searches the table against T IDi, retrieves Di and calculates R∗i = Di ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ K), ID∗i = CIDi ⊕
h(T IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ T1), B∗i = h(ID∗i ‖ R∗i ‖ K), R∗1 = M2 ⊕ h(R∗i ‖ T1), M∗1 = h(ID∗i ‖ B∗i ‖ R∗1 ‖ T1). GW now checks
whether M∗1? = M1 holds. If this condition is correct, GW assumes that the message sent by Ui is authentic;
otherwise, discontinues the protocol’s operations.

Step 4: After verifying the legitimacy of Ui, GW produces a random number R2 and then calculates S KGW−S N j =

h(IDS N j ‖ K), M3 = h(h(h(IDi ‖ R∗1 ‖ R2) ‖ “1”) ‖ S KGW−S N j ‖ R2), M4 = h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ⊕ S KGW−S N j ,
M5 = R2 ⊕ h(S KGW−S N j ). Finally, GW forwards 〈M3, M4, M5〉 to S N j through an insecure network.

Step 5: S N j calculates R′2 = M5 ⊕ h(S KGW−S N j ), M′6 = M4 ⊕ S KGW−S N j , M′3 = h(h(M′6 ‖ “1”) ‖ S KGW−S N j ‖ R′2)
and then checks whether M′3? = M3 holds. If it is true, S N j generates a random number R3 and computes
S K = h(M′6 ‖ R2 ‖ R3), M7 = h(S K ‖ R3 ‖ S KGW−S N j ), M8 = h(R2) ⊕ R3. Finally, S N j sends 〈M7, M8〉 to GW
through an insecure network.
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Step 6: After receiving 〈M7, M8〉, GW computes R′3 = M8 ⊕ h(R2), S K′ = h(h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ‖ R2 ‖ R′3),
M′7 = h(S K′ ‖ R′3 ‖ S KGW−S N j ), and then checks whether M′7? = M7 holds. If it is incorrect, GW aborts the
connection, otherwise, GW generates a new unique identity T ID′i(, T IDi) and then computes M9 = R2⊕h(IDi ‖
R1), M10 = h(IDi ‖ S K′ ‖ R′3), M11 = T ID′i ⊕ h(R2 ⊕ R3). Finally, GW sends 〈M8, M9, M10, M11〉 to Ui through
an insecure network.

Step 7: After receiving 〈M8, M9, M10, M11〉, Ui computes R∗2 = M9 ⊕ h(IDi ‖ R1), R∗3 = M8 ⊕ h(R∗2), T ID′i =
M11 ⊕ h(R∗2 ⊕ R∗3), S K∗ = h(h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R∗2) ‖ R∗2 ‖ R∗3), M∗10 = h(IDi ‖ S K∗ ‖ R∗3) and then checks whether
M∗10? = M10 holds. If it is correct, Ui believes that 〈M8, M9, M10, M11〉 is valid and then sends a confirmation
message to GW. The mobile device now updates old T IDi with the new T ID′i . Similarly, GW computes new
value D′i = Ri ⊕ h(T ID′i ‖ K) and replaces 〈T IDi, Di〉 with 〈T ID′i , D′i〉.

We further provide the explanation of this phase in Figure 3.

2.5. Password change phase

This phase periodically updates the old password to a new password. This phase is explained as follows:

Step 1: Ui inputs IDi and PWi into the mobile device. Then, it performs HPW∗i = h(IDi ⊕ PWi), R∗i = Ai ⊕ HPWi,
Reg∗i = h(IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ HPW∗

i ) and checks whether Reg∗i ? = Regi is correct. If it is false, the mobile device aborts
the password change phase, otherwise, proceeds for further computations.

Step 2: After verifying the legitimacy of Ui, the mobile device requests Ui to enter new password.

Step 3: Ui inputs a new password PWnew
i , then the mobile device calculates HPWnew

i = h(IDi ⊕ PWnew
i ), Regnew

i =

h(IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ HPWnew
i ), Anew

i = R∗i ⊕ HPWnew
i , Bi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ K), Cnew

i = Bi ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ R∗i ⊕ HPWnew
i ).

Finally, the mobile device drops 〈Regi, Ai, Ci〉 and stores 〈Regnew
i , Anew

i , Cnew
i 〉 into the mobile device. Thus, Ui

can easily change the password without involvement of GW.

We further provide explanation of this in Figure 4.

3. Simulation of the proposed protocol using AVISPA tool

This section provides the explanation about the simulation procedure of the proposed protocol using the AVISPA
tool [20, 27, 28]. First, we briefly discuss the concept of AVISPA software. Then, we present the HLPSL code of all
the participants involved in the proposed protocol and then present the simulation results.

3.1. Brief description of AVISPA tool

The AVISPA is a well known simulation tool, which is used to simulate the security protocol to check whether the
security protocol is secure against active and passive attacks. It supports High Level Protocol Specification Language
(HLPSL). It is to be noted that AVISPA [26] also supports four different back-ends and abstraction based methods,
which are integrated through HLPSL. The description of all these four back-ends can be found in [20, 27, 28].

3.2. Specification of the proposed protocol

This part concisely presents the role of each participant of the proposed protocol, namely the medical professional
Ui, the gateway node GW, the sensor node S N j, the session, the goal and the environment. In Figure 5, the role
of Ui in HLPSL is implemented. During the execution of the medical professional registration phase, Ui sends the
registration message S nd({IDi.HPWi′} S K j) to GW through secure channel using the symmetric key S K j and S nd()
operation. The type declaration channel(dy) tells that the channel follows Dolev and Yao threat model [30].

The declaration secret(PWi, scrt0, Ui) and secret(IDi, scrt1, {Ui,GW}) denote that PWi and IDi are known to Ui
and GW, respectively. In transition 2, Ui receives information Rcv(T IDi′,Regi′, Ai′,Ci′) from GW securely for the
mobile device using the Rcv() operation. After that, Ui creates R1′ and timestamp T1′ using new() operation. Then
Ui sends {T IDi, IDS N j, CIDi′, M1′, M2′, T1′} to GW through insecure networks. The statement witness(Ui, GW,
alice bob,R1′) means that Ui has newly created the value R1′ for GW and the declaration secret({R1′, Ri}, scrt3,
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Ui/Mobile device GW S N j

Input 〈IDi, PWi〉
Compute HPW∗

i = h(IDi ⊕ PWi)
Compute R∗i = Ai ⊕ HPWi

Compute Reg∗i = h(IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ HPW∗i )
If (Reg∗i , Regi), abort the connection
Else, generate R1

Compute B∗i = Ci ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ R∗i ‖ HPW∗
i )

Compute CIDi = IDi ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ T1)
Compute M1 = h(IDi ‖ B∗i ‖ R1 ‖ T1)
Compute M2 = h(Ri ‖ T1) ⊕ R1

〈T IDi, IDS N j ,CIDi, M1, M2,T1〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(via an insecure channel)

Retrieve IDi from the table
Compute R∗i = Di ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ K)
Compute ID∗i = CIDi ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ T1)
Compute B∗i = h(ID∗i ‖ R∗i ‖ K)
Compute R∗1 = M2 ⊕ h(R∗i ‖ T1)
Compute M∗1 = h(ID∗i ‖ B∗i ‖ R∗1 ‖ T1)
If (M∗1 , M1), abort the connection
Else, compute S KGW−S N j = h(IDS N j ‖ K)
Compute M3 = h(h(h(IDi ‖ R∗1 ‖ R2) ‖ “1”) ‖ S KGW−S N j ‖ R2)
Compute M4 = h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ⊕ S KGW−S N j

Compute M5 = R2 ⊕ h(S KGW−S N j )
〈M3, M4, M5〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(via an insecure channel)
Compute R′2 = M5 ⊕ h(S KGW−S N j )
Compute M′6 = M4 ⊕ S KGW−S N j

Compute M′3 = h(h(M′6 ‖ “1”) ‖ S KGW−S N j ‖ R′2)
If (M′3 , M3), reject
Else, generate R3

Compute S K = h(M′6 ‖ R2 ‖ R3)
Compute M7 = h(S K ‖ R3 ‖ S KGW−S N j )
Compute M8 = h(R2) ⊕ R3

〈M7, M8〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(via a insecure channel)

Compute R′3 = M8 ⊕ h(R2)
Compute S K′ = h(h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ‖ R2 ‖ R′3)
Compute M′7 = h(S K′ ‖ R′3 ‖ S KGW−S N j )
If (M′7 , M7), abort the connection
Else, generate unique T ID′i(, T IDi)
Compute M9 = R2 ⊕ h(IDi ‖ R1)
Compute M10 = h(IDi ‖ S K′ ‖ R′3)
Compute M11 = T ID′i ⊕ h(R2 ⊕ R3)
〈M8, M9, M10, M11〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(via a insecure channel)
Compute R∗2 = M9 ⊕ h(IDi ‖ R1)
Compute R∗3 = M8 ⊕ h(R∗2)
Compute T ID′i = M11 ⊕ h(R∗2 ⊕ R∗3)
Compute S K∗ = h(h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R∗2) ‖ R∗2 ‖ R∗3)
Compute M10 = h(IDi ‖ S K∗ ‖ R∗3)
If (M∗10 , M10), abort the connection
Else, update T IDi by T ID′i
〈confirmation message〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Compute D′i = Ri ⊕ h(T ID′i ‖ K)
Replace 〈T IDi, Di〉 with 〈T ID′i , D′i〉

Figure 3. Login and authentication phases.
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Ui Mobile device
Input 〈IDi, PWi〉

〈IDi, PWi〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Compute HPW∗i = h(IDi ⊕ PWi)
Compute R∗i = Ai ⊕ HPWi

Compute Reg∗i = h(IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ HPW∗
i )

If (Reg∗i , Regi), abort this operation
Else, ask Ui for a new password

〈Enter a new password〉←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Input s new password PWnew

i
〈PWnew

i 〉
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Compute HPWnew
i = h(IDi ⊕ PWnew

i )
Compute Regnew

i = h(IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ HPWnew
i )

Compute Anew
i = R∗i ⊕ HPWnew

i
Compute Bi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ K)
Compute Cnew

i = Bi ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ R∗i ⊕ HPWnew
i )

Replace 〈Regi, Ai,Ci〉 by 〈Regnew
i , Anew

i ,Cnew
i 〉

Figure 4. Password change phase.

role alice (Ui, GW, SNj : agent, 

H : hash_func, 

SKj : symmetric_key, 

Snd, Rcv : channel(dy)) 

played_by Ui 

def= 

local State : nat, 

IDi,PWi,HPWi,Ri,R1,R2,R3, Regi, Ci, K, T1, 

 Ai, Bi, CIDi, M1, M2, M8, IDSNj, TIDi, TIDii, 

 M9, M10, M11, SK: text 

const alice_bob, bob_sensor, sensor_bob,  

scrt0, scrt1, scrt2, scrt3, scrt4: protocol_id 

init State := 0 

transition 

1. State = 0 /\ Rcv(start)=|> 

State' := 1 /\ HPWi' := H(xor(IDi,PWi)) 

/\ secret({PWi}, scrt0, {Ui}) 

/\ secret({IDi}, scrt1, {Ui,GW}) 

/\ Snd({IDi. HPWi'}_SKj) 

2. State = 1 /\ Rcv(TIDi',Regi',Ai',Ci')=|> 

State':=2 /\ R1' := new() 

/\ T1' := new() 

/\ Ri' := xor(Ai,HPWi) 

/\ Bi' := xor(Ci, H(xor(IDi,Ri',HPWi))) 

/\ CIDi' := xor(IDi, H(TIDi.Ri'.T1')) 

/\ M1' := H(IDi.Bi'.R1'.T1') 

/\ M2' := xor(H(Ri'.T1'),R1') 

/\ Snd(TIDi,IDSNj,CIDi',M1',M2',T1') 

/\ secret({R1', Ri}, scrt2, {Ui,GW}) 

/\ witness(Ui, GW, alice_bob, R1') 

3. State = 2 /\ Rcv(M8', M9', M10', M11') =|> 

State' := 3 /\ R2' := xor(M9, H(IDi.R1)) 

/\ R3' := xor(M8, H(R2')) 

/\ TIDii' := xor(M11, H(xor(R2'.R3'))) 

/\ SK' := H(H(IDi.R1.R2').R2'.R3') 

/\secret({SK'}, scrt3, {Ui,GW,SNj}) 

end role 

Figure 5. HLPSL specification of the medical professional Ui of the proposed protocol.

{Ui,GW}) tells that R1′,Ri are only known to Ui and GW. In transition 3, Ui receives Rcv(M8′, M9′, M10′, M11′

through a public channel and calculates the key of the protocol. The declaration secret(S K′, scrt4, {Ui,GW,S N j})
represents that the session key negotiation between all the participants are secure.

We presented the role for GW in HLPSL language in Figure 6. At first, GW receives the registration message
Rcv({IDi.HPWi′} S K j) securely from Ui using S K j and then GW generates unique temporary identity T IDi and ran-

8
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role bob ( Ui, GW, SNj : agent, 

H : hash_func, 

SKj : symmetric_key, 

Snd, Rcv : channel(dy)) 

played_by GW 

def= 

local State : nat, 

IDi,PWi,HPWi,Ri,R1,R2,R3, Regi, Ci, K, Di, T1, Ai,  

Bi, CIDi, M1, M2, IDSNj, TIDi, TIDii, M9, M10,  

M11, SK, SKGSN, M3, M4, M5, M7, M8: text 

const alice_bob, bob_sensor, sensor_bob, scrt0, scrt1,  

scrt2, scrt3, scrt4 : protocol_id 

init State := 0 

transition 

1. State = 0 /\ Rcv({IDi. HPWi'}_SKj)=|> 

State' := 1 /\ Ri' :=new() 

/\ TIDi' := new() 

/\ Regi' := H(IDi.Ri'.HPWi) 

/\ Ai' := xor(Ri', HPWi) 

/\ Bi' := H(IDi.Ri'.K) 

/\ Ci' := xor(Bi', H(xor(IDi,Ri',HPWi))) 

/\ Di' := xor(Ri', H(TIDi'.K)) 

/\ Snd(TIDi',Regi',Ai',Ci') 

2. State = 1 /\ Rcv(TIDi,IDSNj,CIDi',M1',M2',T1') =|> 

State' := 2 /\ R2' := new() 

/\Ri' := xor(Di, H(TIDi.K)) 

/\ R1' := xor(M2,H(Ri',T1)) 

/\ SKGSN' := H(IDSNj.K) 

/\ M3' := H(H(H(IDi.R1'.R2').1).SKGSN'.R2') 

/\ M4' := xor(H(IDi.R1'.R2'), SKGSN) 

/\ M5' := xor(R2',H(SKGSN)) 

/\Snd(M3', M4', M5') 

/\witness(GW, SNj, bob_sensor, R2') 

/\ secret({SKGSN}, scrt4, {GW,SNj}) 

/\request(Ui, GW, alice_bob, R1) 

3. State = 2 /\ Rcv(M7', M8') =|> 

State' := 3 /\ R3' := xor(M8, H(R2)) 

/\ SK' := H(H(IDi.R1.R2).R2.R3') 

/\ TIDii' := new() 

/\ M9' := xor(R2, H(IDi.R1)) 

/\ M10' := H(IDi.SK'.R3') 

/\ M11' := xor(TIDii', H(xor(R2,R3'))) 

/\ Snd(M8', M9', M10', M11') 

/\ request(SNj, GW, sensor_bob, R3) 

end role 

Figure 6. HLPSL specification of the gateway node GW of the proposed protocol.

dom number Ri. Then, GW sends S nd(T IDi′, Regi′, Ai′, Ci′) securely to Ui. In transition 2, GW receives Rcv(T IDi,
IDS N j, CIDi′, M1′, M2′, T1′) from Ui as login message and then generates the random number R2 using new() op-
eration. Then, GW forwards S nd(M3′, M4′, M5′) to S j. The declaration witness(GW, S N j, bob sensor, R2′) states
that GW has freshly generated R2 for S N j. Moreover, the declaration secret(S KGS N, scrt5, {GW, S N j}) indicates

9
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role sensor ( Ui, GW, SNj : agent, 

H : hash_func, 

SKj : symmetric_key, 

Snd, Rcv : channel(dy)) 

played_by SNj 

def= 

local State : nat, 

IDi,R1,R2,R3, K, IDSNj, SK, SKGSN,  

M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8: text 

const alice_bob, bob_sensor, sensor_bob,  

scrt0, scrt1, scrt2, scrt3, scrt4 : protocol_id 

init State := 0 

transition 

1. State=0/\ Rcv(M3', M4', M5') =|> 

State':=1 /\ R3' := new() 

/\ M6' := xor(M4,SKGSN) 

/\ R2' := xor(M5, H(SKGSN)) 

/\ SK' := H(M6'.R2'.R3') 

/\ M7' := H(SK'.R3'.SKGSN) 

/\ M8' := xor(H(R2'),R3) 

/\ witness(SNj, GW, sensor_bob, R3') 

/\ request(GW, SNj, bob_sensor, R2) 

/\ Snd(M7', M8') 

end role 

Figure 7. HLPSL specification of the sensor node S N j of the proposed protocol.

that S KGS N is shared between GW and S N j. In transition 3, GW receives Rcv(M7′, M8′) through an open channel
from S N j and then calculates the session key of the protocol. Finally, GW sends S nd(M8′, M9′, M10′, M11′) to Ui

through a insecure channel using S nd() operation.
In Figure 7, we present sensor node’s S j role in HLPSL, where S N j first receives Rcv(M3′, M4′, M5′) from GW.

Then, S N j creates a random number R3 and computes the session key of the protocol. The declaration witness(S N j,
GW, sensor bob, R3′) tells that S N j has generated freshly the random number R3 for GW. Finally, S N j sends
S nd(M7′, M8′) to GW through an open channel.

In Figure 8, the role of session, goal and environment have presented in HLPSL. All the basic roles and also roles
for Ui, GW and S N j are instanced with concrete arguments in the session segment. Global constant and composition
as well as intruder knowledge are given in environment section. The proposed protocol uses the current version
(2006/02/2013), which supports secrecy goals and authentication objectives. However, the proposed protocol uses
five secrecy goals and three authentications objectives in simulation operation.

3.3. Goals and authentication objectives
• G0. secrecy o f scrt0 represents that PWi is only known to Ui.

• G1. secrecy o f scrt1 represents IDi is kept secret by Ui and GW.

• G2. secrecy o f scrt2 represents that the random numbers R1, R2 used in the proposed protocol are kept secret
by Ui and GW.

• G3. secrecy o f scrt3 signifies that the negotiated secret key of the proposed protocol is only known to Ui, GW
and S N j.

• G4. secrecy o f scrt4 signifies that the secret key S KGS N used in the proposed protocol is shared between GW
and S N j.

10
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role session(Ui, GW, SNj: agent, 

H : hash_func, 

SKj : symmetric_key) 

def= 

local S1, S2, S3, P1, P2, P3: channel (dy) 

composition 

alice(Ui, GW, SNj, H, SKj, S1, P1) 

/\ bob (Ui, GW, SNj, H, SKj, S2, P2) 

/\ sensor(Ui, GW, SNj, H, SKj, S3, P3) 

end role 

role environment() 

def= 

const ui, gw, snj: agent, 

h: hash_func, 

skj: symmetric_key, 

idi,pwi,regi, hpwi,ai,bi,ci,k,ri,r1,r2,r3,m1,m2,  

m3,m4,m5,m6,m7,m8,m9,m10,m11,  

skgsn,idsnj,tidi,tidii,di,sk: text, 

alice_bob, bob_sensor, sensor_bob, scrt0,  

scrt1, scrt2, scrt3, scrt4 : protocol_id 

intruder_knowledge = {ui, gw, snj, h, regi, ci,  

ai, tidi, m3, m4, m5, m7, m8, m9, m10, m11} 

composition 

session(ui, gw, snj, h, skj) 

/\ session(ui, gw, snj, h, skj) 

/\ session(ui, gw, snj, h, skj) 

end role 

goal 

secrecy_of scrt0 

secrecy_of scrt1 

secrecy_of scrt2 

secrecy_of scrt3 

secrecy_of scrt4 

authentication_on alice_bob_R1 

authentication_on bob_sensor_R2 

authentication_on sensor_bob_R3 

end goal 

environment() 

Figure 8. HLPSL specification of the session of the proposed protocol.

• A1. authentication on alice bob R1 signifies that Ui creates a random number R1 and if GW obtains it securely
via message, GW then corroborates Ui.

• A2. authentication on bob sensor R2 signifies that GW creates a random number R2 and if S N j obtains it
securely via message, S N j then corroborates GW.

• A2. authentication on sensor bob R3 signifies that S N j creates a random number R3 and if GW obtains it
securely via message, GW then corroborates S N j.

3.4. Simulation results
This section discusses the simulation report obtained after executing the HLPSL code into the AVISPA software.

We found the protocol is “SAFE” under OFMC and CL-AtSe as simulation results, which are incorporated in Figure 9
11
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and Figure 10, respectively. The results obtained using tool ensure the strong security on passive and active threats.

% OFMC 

% Version of 2006/02/13 

 

SUMMARY 

SAFE 

 

DETAILS 

BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS 

 

PROTOCOL 

/home/avispa/web-interface-computation/./ 

tempdir/workfilesasld22dXn.if 

 

GOAL 

as_specified 

 

BACKEND 

OFMC 

 

COMMENTS 

STATISTICS 

parseTime: 0.00s 

searchTime: 1.09s 

visitedNodes: 64 nodes 

depth: 4 plies 

Figure 9. Simulated result of the proposed protocol in OFMC back-end.

4. Authentication correctness using BAN logic model

The BAN includes a set of rules to verify the message source, freshness and origin’s trustworthiness of the authen-
tication protocol. In other words, it helps to analyze whether the exchanged messages is trustworthy, secured against
eavesdropping, or both. Therefore, we used the BAN logic model to validated the proposed protocol. The description
of the BAN logic model can be found in [10, 20, 29]. We describe below some preliminaries of the BAN logic model
for better understanding.

• Principals are the agents involved in the protocol (usually people or programs).

• Keys are used to encrypt messages symmetrically.

• Public Keys are similar to Keys except that they are used in pairs.

• Nonces are message parts that are not meant to be repeated.

• Timestamps are similar to Nonces in that they are unlikely to be repeated.

4.1. Basic rules of the BAN logic model

• P |≡ X : P believes X, or P would be entitled to believe X. In particular, P can take X as true.

• P / X : P sees X. P has received some message X and is capable of reading and repeating it (Seeing rule).

12
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SUMMARY 

SAFE 

 

DETAILS 

BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS 

TYPED_MODEL 

 

PROTOCOL 

/home/avispa/web-interface-computation/./ 

tempdir/workfile95yQmezGJW.if 

 

GOAL 

As Specified 

 

BACKEND 

CL-AtSe 

 

STATISTICS 

Analysed : 0 states 

Reachable : 0 states 

Translation: 0.10 seconds 

Computation: 0.00 seconds 

Figure 10. Simulated result of the proposed protocol in Cl-AtSe back-end.

• P |∼ X : P once said X. P at some time sent a message including the statement X. It is not known whether this
is a replay, though it is known that P believed X when he sent it.

• P⇒ X : P has jurisdiction over X. The principal P is an authority on X and should be trusted on this matter.

• ](X) : The message X is fresh.

• (X, Y): The formulae X or Y is one part of the formulae (X, Y).

• < X >Y : The formulae X combined with the formulae Y .

• {X}K : The formulae X is encrypted under the key K.

• (X)K : The formulae X is hashed with the key K.

• P
K←→ Q: Principals P and Q communicate via shared key K.

• P
X
 Q: The formula X is a secret known only to P and Q, and possibly to principals trusted by them.

• K7→ P: Principal P has K as its public key.

• S K : The session key used in the current session.

4.2. BAN logic rules

• Message-meaning rule: P|≡P
K
Q, P/<X>K

P|≡Q|∼X

If the principal P believes that the secret K is shared with Q and sees 〈X〉K , then P believes that Q once said X.

13
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• Freshness-conjuncatenation rule: P|≡](X)
P|≡](X,Y)

If the principal believes that X is fresh, then the principal P believes freshness of (X, Y).

• Belief rule: P|≡(X),P|≡Y
P|≡(X,Y)

If the principal P believes X and Y , then the principal P believes (X, Y).

• Nonce-verification rule: P|≡](X, P|≡Q|∼X
P|≡Q|≡X

If the principal P believes that X is fresh and the principal Q once sent X, then principal P believes that Q
believes X.

• Jurisdiction rule: P|≡Q⇒X, P|≡Q|≡X
P|≡X

If the principal believes that Q has jurisdiction over X and Q believes X, then P believes that X is true.

• Session key rule: P|≡](X),P|≡Q|≡X

P|≡P
K←→Q

If the principal P believes that the session key is fresh and the principal P and Q believes X, which are the
necessary parameters of the session key, then principal P believes that s/he shares the session key K with Q.

the proposed protocol should accomplish the following goals that should be proved to validate security.

• Goal 1: GW |≡ GW
S K←→ Ui

• Goal 2: GW |≡ Ui |≡ GW
S K←→ Ui

• Goal 3: GW |≡ GW
S K←→ S N j

• Goal 4: GW |≡ S N j |≡ GW
S K←→ S N j

• Goal 5: S N j |≡ S N j
S K←→ GW

• Goal 6: S N j |≡ GW |≡ S N j
S K←→ GW

• Goal 7: Ui |≡ Ui
S K←→ GW

• Goal 8: Ui |≡ GW |≡ Ui
S K←→ GW

The idealized form of the proposed protocol are as follows.

• M1: Ui → GW : T IDi, IDS N j ,CIDi, M1, M2,T1 : 〈R1〉Bi

• M2: GW → S N j : M3, M4, M5 : 〈R2〉S KGW−S N j

• M3: S N j → GW : M7, M8 : 〈R3〉S KGW−S N j

• M4: GW → Ui : M8, M9, M10, M11 : 〈(R1,R2)〉Bi

14
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4.3. Initial assumptions of the protocol

• A1: Ui |≡ ](R1,R2,R3)

• A2: GW |≡ ](R2,R1,R3)

• A3: S N j |≡ ](R3,R2)

• B1: S N j |≡ GW ⇒ R2

• B2: GW |≡ S N j ⇒ R3

• B3: GW |≡ Ui ⇒ R1

• B4: Ui |≡ GW ⇒ (R2,R3)

• C1: Ui |≡ Ui
Bi←→ GW

• C2: GW |≡ GW
S KGW−S N j←→ S N j

To proof the mentioned goals, the idealized form is analyzed using BAN logic rules and assumptions.

• M1: Ui → GW : T IDi, IDS N j ,CIDi, M1, M2,T1 : 〈R1〉Bi

• Using seeing rule,

S1: GW / T IDi, IDS N j ,CIDi, M1, M2,T1 : 〈R1〉Bi

• Using C1, S1 and message meaning rule,

S2: GW |≡ Ui |∼ R1

• Using A2, S2 and freshness-conjuncatenation rule and nonce verification rule,

S3: GW |≡ Ui |≡ R1, where R1 is essential information to compute session key in the proposed protocol.

• Using B3, S3 and jurisdiction rule,

S4: GW |≡ R1

• Using A2, S3 and session key rule,

S5: GW |≡ GW
S K←→ Ui (Goal 1)

• Using A2, S5 and nonce verification rule,

S6: GW |≡ Ui |≡ GW
S K←→ Ui (Goal 2)

• M2: GW → S N j : M3, M4, M5 : 〈R2〉S KGW−S N j

• Using seeing rule,

V1: S N j / M3, M4, M5 : 〈R2〉S KGW−S N j

• Using C2, V1 and message meaning rule,

V2: S N j |≡ GW |∼ R2

• Using A3, V2 and freshness-conjuncatenation rule and nonce verification rule,

V3: S N j |≡ GW |≡ R2, where R2 is essential information to calculate session key in the proposed protocol.

• Using B1, V3 and jurisdiction rule,

V4: S N j |≡ R2
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• Using A3, V3 and session key rule,

V5: S N j |≡ S N j
S K←→ GW (Goal 5)

• Using A3, V5 and nonce verification rule,

V6: S N j |≡ GW |≡ S N j
S K←→ GW j (Goal 6)

• M3: S N j → GW : M7, M8 : 〈R3〉S KGW−S N j

• Using seeing rule,

Q1: GW / M7, M8 : 〈R3〉S KGW−S N j

• Using C2, Q1 and message meaning rule,

Q2: GW |≡ GW |∼ R3

• Using A2, Q2 and freshness-conjuncatenation rule and nonce verification rule,

Q3: GW |≡ S N j |≡ R3, where R3 is the essential information to calculate session key in the proposed protocol.

• Using B2, Q3 and jurisdiction rule,

Q4: GW |≡ R3

• Using A2, Q3 and session key rule,

Q5: GW |≡ GW
S K←→ S N j (Goal 3)

• Using A2, Q5 and nonce verification rule,

Q6: GW |≡ S N j |≡ GW
S K←→ S N j (Goal 4)

• M4: GW → Ui : M8, M9, M10, M11 : 〈(R1,R2)〉Bi

• Using seeing rule,

W1: Ui / M8, M9, M10, M11 : 〈(R1,R2)〉Bi

• According to C1, W1 and message meaning rule,

W2: Ui |≡ GW |∼ (R2,R3)

• Using A1, W2 and freshness-conjuncatenation rule and nonce verification rule,

W3: Ui |≡ GW |≡ (R2,R3), where (R2,R3) is the essential information to calculate session key in the proposed
protocol.

• Using B4, W3 and jurisdiction rule,

W4: Ui |≡ (R2,R3)

• Using A1, W3 and session key rule,

W5: Ui |≡ Ui
S K←→ GW (Goal 7)

• Using A1, W5 and nonce verification rule,

W6: Ui |≡ GW |≡ Ui
S K←→ GW (Goal 8)

We successfully proof the above mentioned goals using BAN logic model and hence, the proposed protocol claims
mutual authentication and session key agreement.
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5. Further security analysis

This section illustrates by demonstrating security analysis of the proposed protocol that it can resist all the attacks.
In this regard, the following assumption have been made [2, 6, 10, 20].

(i) The public messages are transmitted through insecure channel and the adversaryA can intercept, delete, modify,
re-route, re-send the transmitted message over insecure networks. However,A cannot intercept any information
from the secure channel.

(ii) In password-based user authentication protocol, user uses dictionary word as password and identity andA cannot
guess them in polynomial time. Let, Ai = h(IDi ‖ PWi) is known to A, then it is infeasible to justify the
correctness of the guessed identity and password using Ai in polynomial time.

(iii) In password-based user authentication protocol, it is assumed that the secret key and random numbers are
sufficiently large. An adversaryA has no ability to guess these information in polynomial time.

(iv) Suppose Ai = Bi ⊕Ci is known toA. However,A cannot find Bi or Ci from Ai in polynomial time.

(v) The guessing probability for n characters is approximately 1
26n [31], where the identity/password is composed

with n characters..

(vi) All the confidential information stored in the mobile device are in plaintext form. Therefore, upon getting the
mobile device of an user,A can obtain all the confidential information stored the mobile device.

Proposition 1. The proposed protocol can withstand mobile device stolen attack.

Proof. In this attack, A attempts to extract confidential information and then tries to misuse these information. We
assume that A has got the mobile device of a legal user Ui and extracted all the information from it. However, the
following descriptions show that the proposed protocol can withstand this attack.

• A knows 〈T IDi, Regi, Ai, Ci, h(·)〉, where Regi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ HPWi), Ai = Ri ⊕ HPWi, Bi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ K),
Ci = Bi ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ Ri ⊕ HPWi), Di = Ri ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ K). Note that Regi is protected by h(·). Therefore, A is
not capable to extort any information owing to the one-way property of h(·). The probability of guessing IDi

and PWi using Regi is approximately equal to 1
212n+160 , which is negligible. On the other hand, A is unable to

compute HPWi without knowing Ri. The confidential information in the mobile device is Bi, which is used to
compute Ci. A cannot compute Bi without knowing 〈IDi, Ri, HPWi〉. In addition, computation of Ri is not
feasible without knowing the secret key of GW.

• A may attempt to impersonate Ui using the mobile device information. In order to do that, A has to send the
message 〈T IDi, IDS N j , CIDi, M1, M2, T1〉 to GW and if it is verified, A is successful, where M1 = h(IDi ‖
B∗i ‖ R1 ‖ T1), M2 = h(Ri ‖ T1) ⊕ R1. However, A needs 〈Bi, IDi〉 and Ri to compute M1 and M2, respectively.
However, we demonstrate thatA cannot compute these information without Bi.

Therefore,A cannot launch medical professional impersonation attack using mobile device information.

Proposition 2. The proposed protocol preserves anonymity of the medical professional.

Proof. User anonymity implies that outsider person is not capable to know or guess identity using public information
of the protocol. In order to violate the anonymity, the adversary first traps all the messages transmitted between the
participants during the protocol execution and then tries to guess the identity of the user. We claim thatA is unable to
break the anonymity of the proposed protocol using public messages. The elucidation is given below.

• We assume that A traps the login message 〈T IDi, IDS N j , CIDi, M1, M2, T1〉, where B∗i = Ci ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ R∗i ‖
HPW∗i ), CIDi = IDi ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ T1), M1 = h(IDi ‖ B∗i ‖ R1 ‖ T1), M2 = h(Ri ‖ T1) ⊕ R1. A cannot
compute IDi from CIDi and M1 without knowing Ri and 〈Bi, R1〉, respectively. However, A can verify the
guessed identity IDg

i using these information. To examine the correctness of the guessed identity using CIDi

and M1, the probability would be approximately equal to 1
26n+128 and 1

212n+320 , respectively.
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• We assume thatA traps the message 〈M3, M4, M5〉, where M3 = h(h(h(IDi ‖ R∗1 ‖ R2) ‖ “1”) ‖ S KGW−S N j ‖ R2,
M4 = h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ⊕ S KGW−S N j , M5 = R2 ⊕ h(S KGW−S N j ). Note that IDi is used to compute M3 and
M4, which are protected by h(·). Therefore, the extraction of IDi using these information is computationally
infeasible owing to property of h(·).

• The identity IDi of Ui is not directly involved in 〈M7, M8〉, where M7 = h(S K ‖ R3 ‖ S KGW−S N j ), M8 =

h(R2) ⊕ R3. Therefore,A cannot derive IDi if he/she traps 〈M7, M8〉 during protocol run.

• We supposed that A traps 〈M8, M9, M10, M11〉 during the protocol run, where M9 = R2 ⊕ h(IDi ‖ R1), M10 =

h(IDi ‖ S K′ ‖ R′3), M11 = T ID′i ⊕ h(R2 ⊕ R3). The identity IDi is protected by h(·) in 〈M9, M10〉 and the
extraction is computationally infeasible. In addition, probability of guessing IDi is 1

26n+320 , which is not feasible
in polynomial time.

Proposition 3. The untraceibility attack is fully protected in the proposed protocol.

Proof. The untraceibility means that an adversaryA cannot trace the medical professional Ui from the available login
and authentication messages. If A can trace Ui after intercepting the transmitted message, the protocol is said to be
susceptible to the untraceibility attack. With his attack, the main objective ofA is to reveled the identity IDi of Ui.

In this respect, we believe that the proposed protocol is secure against the untraceibility attack. The explanation is
given as follows. We assume thatA traps the login and authentication messages 〈T IDi, IDS N j , CIDi, M1, M2, T1〉 and
〈T ID′i , IDS N j , CID′i , M′1, M′2, T ′1〉 during protocol run and compares them to find a match, where B∗i = Ci⊕h(IDi⊕R∗i ‖
HPW∗

i ), CIDi = IDi ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ T1), M1 = h(IDi ‖ B∗i ‖ R1 ‖ T1), M2 = h(Ri ‖ T1) ⊕ R1. However, all of these
messages are fresh due to the timestamp T1 and the random numbers 〈R1,R2,R3〉. Therefore,A cannot trace Ui after
intercepting the login and authentication messages of any session.

Proposition 4. The off-line password guessing attack is fully protected in the proposed protocol.

Proof. In general, the user chooses password from a small dictionary, which is low-entropy in nature and it can easily
be guessed in polynomial time if a robust approach is not followed. We assume that A has got the mobile device
of Ui and extracted the information 〈T IDi, Regi, Ai, Ci, h(·)〉, where Regi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ HPWi), Ai = Ri ⊕ HPWi,
Bi = h(IDi ‖ Ri ‖ K), Ci = Bi ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ Ri ⊕ HPWi), Di = Ri ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ K). In the proposed protocol, PWi is used
to compute HPWi = h(IDi ⊕ PWi). Using the mobile device information,A is unable to compute HPWi. In addition,
A may guess PWi from 〈Regi, Ai, Ci〉, however, the probability is approximately equal to 1

212n+160 , 1
26n+160 and 1

212n+1344 ,
respectively. Hence,A cannot get success to guess the password PWi of Ui in polynomial time.

Proposition 5. The random numbers are fully protected in the proposed protocol.

Proof. Here, we demonstrate that 〈R1,R2,R3〉 cannot be retrieved by A from the intercepted public messages. Note
that R1 cannot be computed from 〈M1, M2〉 owing to one-way property of h(·), where M1 = h(IDi ‖ B∗i ‖ R1 ‖ T1),
M2 = h(Ri ‖ T1) ⊕ R1. By the same reason, A cannot retrieve R2 from M3 and M4, where M3 = h(h(h(IDi ‖ R∗1 ‖
R2) ‖ “1”) ‖ S KGW−S N j ‖ R2), M4 = h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ⊕ S KGW−S N j . In addition, A needs to know S KGW−S N j to
compute R2 from M5 = R2 ⊕ h(S KGW−S N j ). A cannot extract R3 from M7 without R2. A cannot extract any random
number from the message 〈M8, M9, M10, M11〉 due to h(·), where M9 = R2 ⊕ h(IDi ‖ R1), M10 = h(IDi ‖ S K′ ‖ R′3),
M11 = T ID′i ⊕ h(R2 ⊕ R3).

Proposition 6. The medical professional impersonation attack is fully protected in the proposed protocol.

Proof. In this attack, A makes an effort to masquerade Ui and if it happens, the system will suffer from numerus
problems. Assume that A captures the message 〈T IDi, IDS N j , CIDi, M1, M2, T1〉 and attempts to generate another
fabricated message by incorporating new random number(s) and timestamp so that forged message can be accepted
by GW, where B∗i = Ci ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ R∗i ‖ HPW∗

i ), CIDi = IDi ⊕ h(T IDi ‖ R∗i ‖ T1), M1 = h(IDi ‖ B∗i ‖ R1 ‖ T1),
M2 = h(Ri ‖ T1) ⊕ R1. A can generate random nonce and current timestamp, however, to compute CIDi, M1 and M2,
he/she needs IDi, Bi and Ri, respectively. Therefore,A cannot impersonate medical professional Ui.
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Proposition 7. The gateway node impersonation attack is fully protected in the proposed protocol.

Proof. Similar to the Proposition 6, A may also make an effort to impersonate GW. Thus, A has to compute all the
valid messages generated by GW. During the protocol execution, GW transmits 〈M3, M4, M5〉 and 〈M8, M9, M10,
M11〉, respectively, where M3 = h(h(h(IDi ‖ R∗1 ‖ R2) ‖ “1”) ‖ S KGW−S N j ‖ R2), M4 = h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ⊕ S KGW−S N j ,
M5 = R2 ⊕ h(S KGW−S N j ) to S N j, M9 = R2 ⊕ h(IDi ‖ R1), M10 = h(IDi ‖ S K′ ‖ R′3), M11 = T ID′i ⊕ h(R2 ⊕ R3). A
is not able to compute the messages 〈M3, M4, M5〉 and 〈M8, M9, M10, M11〉 without 〈IDi, S KGW−S N j〉 and 〈IDi, S K〉,
respectively. Therefore, the proposed protocol can withstand the gateway node impersonation attack.

Proposition 8. The session key is fully protected in the proposed protocol.

Proof. During the protocol execution, session key is negotiated between the participants, which is used to provide
secure message communication. Thus, the protection of the session key is necessary. The security of the session key
S K = h(h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ‖ R2 ‖ R3) depends on the strength of h(·). In Proposition 5, we demonstrated thatA cannot
compute the random numbers 〈R1, R2, R3〉 and Proposition 2 analyzed that the guessing of IDi is computationally
infeasible. Therefore, the session key S K of the proposed scheme is secured from the adversary.

Proposition 9. The known key security of the session key is ensured in the proposed protocol.

Proof. It signifies that if the session key of a session is disclosed by some means, however, none of the previous and
future session keys are known to A. Suppose the session key S K = h(h(IDi ‖ R1 ‖ R2) ‖ R2 ‖ R3) of current session
is known toA, however, he/she cannot compute none of the past and future session keys using S K. Since the session
key is protected by h(·) and the random numbers 〈R1, R2, R3〉 are different in each session.

Proposition 10. The mutual authentication property is ensured in the proposed protocol.

Proof. In client-server communication over open channel, mutual authentication between client and server is ex-
tremely essential in order to avoid impersonation attack. In Step 3 of the login phase (See Section 2.4), GW first
authenticates Ui and then start further computation. In Step 5 (See Section 2.4), S N j authenticates Ui and GW,
and then GW authenticates S N j in Step 6. Finally, Ui authenticates GW and S N j in Step 7. Therefore, the mutual
authentication between the legal protocol participants is ensured in the proposed protocol.

Proposition 11. The proposed protocol achieves the session key verification property.

Proof. In the proposed protocol, after performing mutual authentication, all the participants negotiate a common
session key between them. However, it is essential to verify whether session key is same for all entities. In Step 6 and
Step 7 (See Section 2.4), GW and Ui ensure the exactness of the session key by examining whether M′7? = M7 and
M∗10? = M10 hold.

6. Performance evaluation and comparative analysis

This section provides the performance evaluation of the proposed protocol and compares it with the the other exist-
ing protocols proposed in [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. We considered only two cryptographic operations such as hash function
(Th) and symmetric key en/decryption (Ts). In [32], the approximate execution time of the different cryptographic
operations are calculated using MIRACL, which is a C/C++ library. For this experiment, the authors have consid-
ered the 32-bit Windows 7 OS, the Visual C++ 2008 S/W, a 160-bit prime field Fp, a 1024-bit cyclic group, AES
algorithm and SHA-1 hash function. The approximate execution time of the SHA-1 and AES functions are obtained
as Th ≈ 0.0004 ms and Ts ≈ 0.1303 ms, respectively. The registration phase of the medical professional executes
only once and thus, we can ignore it in the comparison. On the other hand, execution of the password change phase
depends on medical professional’s demand and generally it executes periodically due to security reasons. Hence, we
also include the password change phase in comparison.

In wireless sensor networks, the main challenge is to optimize the energy consumption of the sensor nodes. Ba-
sically, the energy of the sensor nodes are dependent on how much cryptographic operations are performed and how
much data is transmitted to the target entity. In Table 2, we provided computation cost separately for medical profes-
sional, gateway node and sensor node of the login and authentication phase and the execution time in milliseconds.
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We provided the computation cost of the sensor node in the Table 2. The proposed authentication protocol achieves
computation cost efficiency against the protocols in [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. The proposed protocol takes 0.0136 ms,
whereas the protocols in [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] take 0.9145 ms, 0.5212 ms, 1.1755 ms, 1.3102 ms and 1.0504 ms, re-
spectively. The Table 2 also highlights that the proposed protocol consumes less energy (execution time) of the sensor
node than the protocols in [21, 22, 23, 25].

Table 2. Computation cost comparison of the login and authentication phases of different protocols.
Protocol Computation cost for Ui Computation cost for GW Computation cost for S N j Overall computation cost Overall Execution time
Kumar et al. [21] 4Th + 2Ts Th + 3Ts Th + 2Ts 6Th + 7Ts 0.9145 milliseconds
He et al. [22] 4Th + 2Ts 2Th + 5Ts Th + 2Ts 7Th + 9Ts 1.1755 milliseconds
Wu et al. [23] 10Th + 2Ts 6Th + 5Ts 4Th + Ts 20Th + 8Ts 1.0504 milliseconds
Khan et al. [24] 6Th + Ts 7Th + Ts 7Th 20Th + 2Ts 0.5212 milliseconds
Li et al. [25] 6Th + 2Ts 7Th + 6Ts 5Th + 2Ts 18Th + 10Ts 1.3102 milliseconds
Proposed 12Th 16Th 6Th 34Th 0.0136 milliseconds

Table 3. Execution time comparison of the sensor node S N j of the proposed protocol with related protocols.

Protocol Computation cost Execution time
Kumar et al. [21] Th + 2Ts 0.2610 milliseconds
He et al. [22] Th + 2Ts 0.2610 milliseconds
Wu et al. [23] 4Th + Ts 0.2622 milliseconds
Khan et al. [24] 7Th 0.0028 milliseconds
Li et al. [25] 5Th + 2Ts 0.2626 milliseconds
Proposed 6Th 0.0024 milliseconds

The Table 3 provides computation cost of the sensor node of different protocols including ours. The life-time of
the sensor node depends on (i) computing parameters, (ii) length of the transmitted data (bits) and (iii) length of the
receiving data (bits). We observed in Table 3 that the proposed protocol takes less computation time compared to
other protocols. Therefore, the proposed protocol achieves better performance in terms of energy consumption of the
sensor node. In Table 4, we provided the time complexity of the password change phase of the proposed protocol
and the protocols in [21, 22, 23, 25]. For comparison, we considered the length of the random number, password,
identity and timestamp are 64 bits each. In addition, message digest of the hash function (SHA-1) takes 160 bits and
the symmetric key en/decryption (AES-256) produces 256 bits. The proposed protocol achieves computation cost
efficiency in compared with the protocols [23, 25]. Furthermore, the protocol [23] only takes communication cost of
1248 bits during the password change phase. On the other hand, the protocol in [22] does not verify login identity
and password before updating the password. Therefore, the protocol [22] suffers from different security pitfalls as
mentioned in [6].

Table 4. The comparative analysis of the proposed protocol with existing protocols for the password change phase.
Protocol Computation cost Execution time Communication cost Identity and password verification during login
Kumar et al. [21] 3Th 0.0012 milliseconds 0000 bits Yes
He et al. [22] 2Th 0.0008 milliseconds 0000 bits No
Wu et al. [23] 8Th + 3Ts 0.3941 milliseconds 1284 bits Yes
Khan et al. [24] 3Th 0.0012 milliseconds 0000 bits Yes
Li et al. [25] 6Th 0.0024 milliseconds 0000 bits Yes
Proposed 5Th 0.0020 milliseconds 0000 bits Yes

In Table 5, we provided the total communication cost for the login and authentication phases and the number of
communications of the proposed protocol and related protocols proposed in [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. From this table, we
found that the proposed protocol takes little more communication cost and the number of message communications is
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also more than the protocols propose in [21, 22, 23]. However, the protocols propose in [21, 22, 23] are not suitable
due to high energy consumption of the sensor node.

Table 5. The comparative analysis of the proposed protocol with existing protocols with respect to the overall communication cost.

Protocol Communication cost Number of communications Communication structure
Kumar et al. [21] 1216 bits 3 Ui → GW → S N j → Ui

He et al. [22] 1216 bits 3 Ui → GW → S N j → Ui

Wu et al. [23] 2048 bits 3 Ui → GW → S N j → Ui

Khan et al. [24] 1536 bits 4 Ui → GW → S N j → GW → Ui

Li et al. [25] 1546 bits 4 Ui → GW → S N j → GW → Ui

Proposed 2112 bits 4 Ui → GW → S N j → GW → Ui

In Table 6, we provided the number of bits transmitted and received by the sensor node during protocol execution,
which is important to measure the life-time of the sensor node. In Table 6, we found that the sensor node of the
proposed protocol takes almost same energy in one authentication cycle compared with the protocols proposed in [21,
22, 24, 25]. In this context, we point out that the protocol in [23] is not efficient as it needs high energy consumptions.
The sensor node of the protocols in [21, 22, 23] transmits the message over long distance to the medical professional
and thus, the energy consumption of these protocols by the sensor node is high.

Table 6. The comparative analysis of the proposed protocol with existing protocols with respect to the communication cost of the sensor node.

Protocol Transmit Receive
Kumar et al. [21] 320 bits 320 bits
He et al. [22] 320 bits 320 bits
Wu et al. [23] 800 bits 576 bits
Khan et al. [24] 320 bits 470 bits
Li et al. [25] 320 bits 320 bits
Proposed 320 bits 480 bits

7. Conclusion

The wireless medical sensor network (WMSN) incorporates the wireless sensor network and mobile communi-
cation network. Recently, WMSN is popularly used in patient monitoring system to boosts the quality of life of the
patients. In patient monitoring system, the sensor devices sense various health conditions of a patient, and send the
sensitive health data it to the medical professional through a gateway node of the WMSN. The patient data is trans-
mitted through an open channel and the protection of it is a big concern in health-care applications. To make secure
the patient data over WMSN, in this article, we have designed an architecture to support health monitoring system
for WMSN and then proposed a robust anonymous authentication protocol for WMSN. The AVISPA software is used
and the proposed protocol is simulated on it to ensure the security attack resilience of the proposed protocol, and the
results obtained confirm that the protocol is robust against the known threats. Moreover, the mutual authentication
verification of the protocol has been analyzed using BAN logic model. Moreover, we have proved that the proposed
protocol is robust against the relevant and known security attacks. We have also measured the complexity of the pro-
posed protocol and compared against the existing protocols. The comparative analysis ensured that that the proposed
protocol is more cost-effective and robust and than the existing protocols.

In the future, we would like to implement the proposed protocol in Internet-of-Things and cloud environments.
Furthermore, the provable security of the proposed protocol will be examined in a computational model and the
breaching probability of the adversary to break the proposed protocol will be estimated.
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A robust and anonymous patient monitoring system using wireless medical 

sensor networks 

Research Highlights 

1) A robust and anonymous user authentication protocol is designed to monitor patient 
health over wireless medical sensor networks. 
2) The security validation and authentication proof of our protocol is done using AVISPA 
tool and BAN logic. 
3) The protocol achieves relatively better performance than existing protocols. 


